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THE BIG PICTURE
Overview



How does what we say, 
reveal who we are?

• Is it what we 
say, 
or how we say 
it?

• What biases 
influence our 
understanding 
of international 
relations (and 
life), and how do 
we fix this?

Windsor, L. (2022) Bias in Text Analysis for International 
Relations Research. Global Studies Quarterly.



Research question: 
What’s puzzling 

you?

“Words in the 
Wild”

Data Generating 
Process/Corpus 

Identification

Theoretical 
framework: 

What informs your 
research question?

Feature 
selection 
based on 

theoretical 
expectations

How we learn about the world 
through text analysis

In what 
language?

With 
what 
tools?

What 
sources 
inform 
theory?



It’s what you say *and* how you say it



BAG OF WORDS + 
WORD ORDER DEPENDENT

Overview



Function words (closed class) 
words comprise much (30-50%) of 

spoken and written language



Sentiment Analysis:
Pronouns as language truth-o-meter

“Hey very sorry. Meant no 
harm. And I apologize for 
whatever I may have said or 
what was said. And my 
overtures are strictly 
professional. Again I apologize 
didn’t mean to be inappropriate 
at all. Sorry that impression 
was left.”

-email by Harold Ford, Jr., in response 
to sexual harassment allegations



Syntactic simplicity/complexity



Word concreteness/abstractness
“China will enhance friendly 
relations and cooperation with 
all other countries on the basis of 
the Five Principles of Peaceful 
Coexistence and strive to build a 
new type of relations between 
major countries based on mutual 
respect and win-win 
cooperation. Following a policy 
of building good-neighborly 
relationships and partnerships 
with neighboring countries, 
China has actively expanded 
exchanges with countries in its 
neighborhood.”  

https://gadebate.un.org/en/67/china



Narrativity vs. Expository
• Lists are harder to remember
• Stories are easier to remember



Deep cohesion
But everybody else, the 170 million of us 
who get health insurance through our 
employees got big benefits. Number one, 
insurance companies can't deny you 
coverage because of a pre-existing 
condition. Number two, no lifetime limits, 
which is a big deal if you have serious 
health problems. Number three, women 
can't be charged more than men for our 
health insurance, which is the way it used 
to be before the Affordable Care Act. 
Number four, if you're under 26, and your 
parents have a policy, you can be on that 
policy until the age of 26, something that 
didn't happen before.

Connectives (causal, 
temporal, and logical) 
help the reader follow 

along with the 
speaker, text, and 

message.



Shallow cohesion
Donald Trump, 2nd Presidential Debate 2016

Obamacare will never work. It's very 
bad, very bad health insurance. Far too 
expensive. And not only expensive for 
the person that has it, unbelievably 
expensive for our country. It's going to 
be one of the biggest line items very 
shortly. We have to repeal it and 
replace it with something absolutely 
much less expensive and something that 
works, where your plan can actually be 
tailored. We have to get rid of the lines 
around the state, artificial lines, where 
we stop insurance companies from 
coming in and competing, because they 
want -- and President Obama and 
whoever was working on it -- they 
want to leave those lines, because that 
gives the insurance companies 
essentially monopolies. We want 
competition. You will have the finest 
health care plan there is. 

UNGA General Debate, Venezuala 2004 
(Ambassador Jesus Arnaldo Perez, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs)

Repetition 
enhances 

memorability



Types of textual data + questions 
they can help answer

Open-ended survey 
responses
Speeches
Interviews
Conversations
Books
Songs/lyrics
Transcripts
Social media posts



LANGUAGE IN ACTION
Current projects



Time and space: 
Contextualizing your data

● Leaders
○ Leader assumes power
○ Leader removed from 

power
● Social movements

○ Onset/trajectory of social 
movement

○ Repression of social 
movements

○ Leaders/followers
● War

○ Onset of war
○ Duration of war
○ Escalation of war
○ Termination of war
○ Casualties

● Demographics
○ Gender
○ Age
○ Identity

● Events/event data
● Speech acts



Language and culture shape how we see the world
(What we say reveals who we are)

• War and conflict are 
semantically similar 
terms 
(interchangeable, 
even!)

• The patterns of 
usage (in a Google 
n-gram search) 
differ by:
– Language
– Time
– Term

Windsor, L. (2021) “Seeing the Forest and the Trees: AI Bias, Political Relativity, and the Language of 
International Relations.” Psychology of AI Ethics, edited by Andrew J. Hampton and Jeanine DeFalco.



Culturally Implicit Associations: Differing 
Perspectives on the Same Phenomenon

Arthur Graesser and Leah Windsor. (2022) “Text and Discourse with Humans and Computers.” To 
appear in Atlas of Language Analysis in Psychology, edited by Ryan Boyd, Guilford Press



Language patterns can tell us about big picture systemic changes…

Cold War Post-Cold War Post-2013
Syntax simplicity More complex More simple More complex
Word concreteness More concrete More abstract More concrete
Narrativity More expository More narrative More expository
Deep cohesion More deep cohesion Less deep cohesion More deep cohesion
Shallow cohesion More shallow cohesion Less shallow cohesion More shallow cohesion
Formality More formal Less formal More formal
Systemic changes More stress More cooperation More stress



The Linguistic Foundations of Populist Rhetoric: 
How Language Conditions World Politics

Windsor, L. and Thies, C. The Linguistic Basis of Populist Rhetoric: How Language Conditions 
World Politics. (2022) Under contract with Brill. 



Multimodal communication

National Science Foundation (2021) #2117009



BRIDGING TECHNICAL 
DETAILS AND GAPS

Widening the practice



From text to data (abc à 123)
Why convert words to numbers? 

Capture trends that may be harder to see in unprocessed 
natural language
De-bias analysis
Contextualize with other numerical data

Hand coding
Benefits: up close and personal with the data; uncover 
unexpected relationships
Drawbacks: time consuming; potential bias

Automated analysis
Benefits: quick (most of the time); potentially less biased
Drawbacks: data at a distance; numbers less intuitive 
(sometimes) than words



Challenges

Where to start? 
You don’t know what you 
don’t know!

Picking the right approach
What do you want to do with 
your data?
How much data do you have?
What language is your data 
in?
What tools do you have? 
What theory do you want to 
explore?
What hypotheses do you 
want to test?

Getting tech’d up 
Connecting theory-data-
hypotheses
Interpreting results

Connecting multiple 
modalities (acoustic, 
linguistic, gestural, 
neurological)
Interdisciplinary 
collaboration 



MENTORSHIP FOR DIVERSITY, 
EQUITY + INCLUSION

Stay tuned!

BOOK #2: SUMMER 2024
Chutes and Ladders: 

The Hidden Curriculum 
that Makes or Breaks 

Academic Careers



Mentorship + the hidden curriculum

Conditional accept 
with International 

Studies Perspectives 
(July 2022)

Call Me, Maybe? 
Gender, Bias, and 

Virtual Mentorship in 
Post-Covid Academia 

(with Kerry F. 
Crawford) 



SOME FUN 
PROJECTS



Gender and language

Women Senators speak like women 
(population norm-referenced)

Men Senators adopt more feminine linguistic 
styles as women’s representation in the Senate 

increases

Windsor, L. (2022) Gender, Language, and Representation in the U.S. Senate. With Sara Mitchell, 
Tracy Osborn, Bryce Dietrich, and Andrew J. Hampton. Journal of Language and Politics



Wine reviews: 
Snooty language sells wine

Windsor, L. (2022) Linguistic Correlates of Wine Ratings and Prices. With Jennifer Tatara, Christian 
Kronsted, Alistair Windsor, and Courtney Peters. 



The Voynich Manuscript: Linguistic analysis 
when you don’t know the language

• What can we learn 
about language 
patterns when we don’t 
know anything about 
the language itself?
– Does it follow common 

language patterns, like 
Zipf’s, Heaps’, and 
Benford’s Laws?

– How does this help us 
investigate questions 
and check our own 
biases?



Thank you!

Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu
https://www.thewordwitch.dev/home

@leahcwindsor

@lecawe

mailto:Leah.Windsor@memphis.edu
https://www.thewordwitch.dev/home


Picking the right approach
• Bag of words
– Word counting
– Frequency

• Nearest neighbors
– Word embeddings

• Topic modeling
– Identifying themes

• Syntax/semantics
– Word order 

dependent

QuantText
https://sites.google.com/view/quanttext/home



Organizing + pre-processing data
● File-naming conventions
● Bag of Words

○ Pre-processing less 
important

○ Things to consider:
■ Html tags
■ Page numbers
■ Different speakers
■ Spreadsheet or text files?

● Word Order Dependent
○ Pre-processing important
○ Hard line breaks
○ Non-ascii characters



How do people think about problems? 
Language styles reveal preferences for 
top-down and bottom-up processing

Bottom-up Top-down



Some final thoughts on being and working happy
• Academia is a game of chutes and ladders, and a progression of 

deliberate choices along a path
– Although the “hidden curriculum” obscures the path along the way
– Academic progress is the result of a rigorous, but generous and flexible, 

process
• Success by a thousand cuts

– Chip away at projects
– Reclaim tidbits of time
– Don’t wait until you have a chunk of time
– Be relentlessly efficient

• Don’t believe the hype
– No FOMO
– Ignore humblebrags
– Don’t underplay your achievements
– Don’t be less than as amazing as you can be, just to fit in.

• Work-life BOUNDARIES (not balance)
– Clock out, go home
– Emergency self-care is a gimmick designed to sell products; real self-care is an 

ongoing commitment
– A pedicure is not the cure


